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The collision system and multiplicity dependence of chemical freeze-out temperature (Tch) and
strangeness saturation factor (γs) are obtained by studying the particle ratios at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) energies. Here, we consider the new results in pp at
√
s = 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN =
5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb at
√
sNN =5.02 TeV. A statistical thermal model
is used to extract the chemical freeze-out parameters in different multiplicity classes. To understand
the particle production from small to large collision systems two ensembles namely, canonical and
grand canonical have been considered in this study. A clear observation of multiplicity dependence
of Tch and γs is observed. The values obtained in high multiplicity pp collisions are similar to the
peripheral Pb+Pb collisions.
PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 25.75.Dw
I. INTRODUCTION
The fireball produced in collisions between two ultra-
relativistic heavy-ions is expected to thermalise rapidly.
The initial energy density deposited in the fireball results
in a huge pressure gradient, thus favours the expansion
of the fireball by cooling. The mean free path of parti-
cles in the fireball increases with time resulting in less
interactions among these final state particles. Thus, we
detect free streaming of particles into the detectors when
these particles cease to interact with each other. The
surface of last scattering is known as freeze-out surface
and it can be of two types, namely, chemical freeze-out
(CFO), where the inelastic processes cease and particle
abundances are fixed, the other one is kinetic freeze-out
(KFO), where the elastic scattering among these parti-
cles cease. Information about CFO can be obtained by
analysing the hadron yields [1]. In recent years, statisti-
cal thermal models are extremely successful in describing
the multiplicities of identified hadrons in ultra-relativistic
collisions of heavy-ion, pp and elementary particles[2–14].
The Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), which is the
physics of strongly interacting matter has three im-
portant conserved charges namely, baryon number (B),
strangeness (S) and electric charge (Q). Such a state
of strongly interacting matter in thermodynamic equi-
librium can be completely determined by the chemical
freeze-out temperature, Tch, and three chemical poten-
tials µb, µs and µq corresponding to B, S and Q, respec-
tively. Thermodynamic observables like energy density,
pressure etc. are calculated from lattice QCD at zero
µb agrees well with the hadron resonance gas (HRG)
model upto the transition temperature form a quark-
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gluon plasma phase to hadronic phase, which is around
150160 MeV [15]. Therefore, HRG, which is a gas of
non-interacting hadrons and resonances is a good ap-
proximation to QCD thermodynamics at low Tch. The
main striking feature of the thermal model is the assump-
tion that all the resonances as listed in the particle data
group (PDG) [16] are in thermal and chemical equilib-
rium, which drastically reduces the number of free pa-
rameters in the model.
It is a general practice to use grand-canonical ensem-
ble description of thermal model in heavy-ion collisions.
However, such a description is only valid if the volume of
the produced system is large enough so that it holds the
relation V T 3 > 1 separately for each conserved charge [].
The chemical potential corresponding to these three con-
served charges are allowed to fluctuate about conserved
averages in the grand canonical ensemble. The extension
of the thermal model to small systems like pp and e++e−
collisions, where the number of particles corresponding to
these conserved charges are small, requires the conserva-
tion of these conserved charges not on average but explic-
itly within the small volume. Such a canonical treatment
of particle production leads to suppression of hadrons
carrying non-zero quantum numbers as these particles
have to be created in pairs. Identified particle ratios of
non-strange particles in small systems are very similar to
those observed in large collision systems, where as the
strangeness production is suppressed in smaller systems.
However, recent multiplicity dependent study of produc-
tion of strange and multi-strange particles relative to pi-
ons in pp collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV [17] shows an enhanced
production of these strange and multi-strange particles.
These values in high multiplicity pp collisions reach a sim-
ilar value to those observed in Pb+Pb collisions. Thus
the question is whether high multiplicity pp collision has
reached a thermodynamical limit where both the canon-
ical and grand canonical ensembles are equivalent. This
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2question has been addressed in this manuscript by con-
sidering the canonical and grand canonical ensembles and
looking into the agreement between these two ensembles
in different charged particle multiplicity classes. In ad-
dition, we have also looked into the possibility of any
multiplicity and collision system dependence of the ther-
modynamic parameters, Tch and γs by studying the par-
ticle ratios in pp at
√
s = 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN =
5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb at√
sNN =5.02 TeV. Earlier a similar work has been per-
formed at lower LHC energies by considering the particle
yields rather than ratios [6].
The paper is organised as follows. After the introduc-
tion to the thermal model, different ensembles are dis-
cussed in Section II. The thermal parameters obtained
by analysing the particle ratios with thermal model are
discussed in Section III. Finally, in section IV we present
the summary of our results.
II. USE OF ENSEMBLES IN THERMAL MODEL
In this study, we have used K
++K−
pi++pi− ,
p+p¯
pi++pi− ,
2K0s
pi++pi− ,
2λ
pi++pi− ,
2φ
pi++pi− and
Ξ−+Ξ+
pi++pi− particle ratios [18–21] in
THERMUS [22] to extract the CFO parameters using
canonical and grand canonical ensembles. Lets now dis-
cuss about these two ensembles in details.
A. Grand canonical ensemble (GCE)
The Grand canonical ensemble (GCE) is broadly used
in applications to heavy-ion collisions. In this ensemble,
energy and quantum numbers or number of particles are
enforced to conservation laws on an average by tempera-
ture and chemical potential. The partition function for a
system consisting of N -hadrons within a volume V with
temperature T , and chemical potential, µ is given by,
lnZGCE(T, V, {µi}) =
∑
i
giV
(2pi)
3
∫
d3p
ln
(
1± e−(Ei−µi)/T
)±1
,
(1)
here, “gi” is the spin-isospin degeneracy factor of i
th-
species, “T” is the temperature, and “µi” is the chemical
potential of the ith-species. The “+” and “–” signs in
the distribution functions refer to bosons and fermions,
respectively. In GCE the individual particle numbers
are not conserved instead the quantum B, S, and Q are
conserved. The chemical potential for ith-hadron is given
by,
µi = BiµB + SiµS +QiµQ, (2)
where Bi, Si and Qi are the baryon number,
strangeness and charge of the ith-hadron, respectively.
The partition function in the Boltzmann approximation
leads to
lnZGCE(T, , V, {µi}) =
∑
i
giV
(2pi)3
∫
d3p exp
(
−Ei − µi
T
)
,
(3)
hence the particle multiplicity is given by,
NGCEi =
giV
(2pi)3
∫
d3p exp
(
−Ei − µi
T
)
. (4)
At LHC energies, the chemical potential, µ ' 0 and
thus the expression for particle multiplicities becomes:
NGCEi =
giV
(2pi)3
∫
d3p exp
(
−Ei
T
)
. (5)
The particle yields measured by detectors in ultra-
relativistic collisions also include the feed down from the
heavier hadrons and resonances, which has significant
contribution for lighter particles like pions. Thus the
final yields become,
NGCEi (total) = N
GCE
i +
∑
j
Br(j → i)NGCEi , (6)
here Br(j → i) is the number of ith-species into which
a single particle of species j decays.
B. Canonical ensemble (CE)
In canonical ensemble the conservation of quantum
numbers corresponding to B, S and Q are exactly en-
forced. The partition function has no chemical potential
and is given by,
ZCE =
1
(2pi)3
∫ 2pi
0
dαe−iBα
∫ 2pi
0
dψe−iQψ∫ 2pi
0
dφe−iSφZGCE(T, λB , λQ, λS),
(7)
here the fugacity is replaced by
λB = e
iα, λQ = e
iψ, λS = e
iφ. (8)
Similar to GCE, the feed downs from resonances have to
be added to the final yield
NFCEi (total) = N
FCE
i +
∑
j
Br(j → i)NFCEi . (9)
These ensembles are implemented in the THERMUS
3program and we refer to [22] for more details.
The number density, energy density and pressure of
ith-species in the Boltzmann approximation within the
canonical ensemble differ from the grand canonical en-
semble by a multiplicative factor with all the chemical
potentials set to zero. This multiplicative correction fac-
tor depends on the quantum numbers of the particle and
thermal parameters. For large-systems one approaches
the grand-canonical ensemble. The extension of ther-
mal model to elementary collisions requires an addition
parameter known as strangeness saturation factor, γs,
which accounts for the deviation from chemical equilib-
rium in the strange sector. The possibility for the incom-
plete strangeness equilibrium is achieved by multiplying
the γ
|si|
s to the thermal distribution function [5], i.e, by
replacing
exp
(
−Ei − µi
T
)
→ exp
(
−Ei − µi
T
)
γ|si|s . (10)
Here, |si| is the number of valence strange quarks and
anti-quarks in ith-species. Here we have considered this
factor for both the ensembles.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The grand canonical ensemble and canonical ensemble
are considered for pp at
√
s = 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN
= 5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb
at
√
sNN =5.02 TeV in the central region of rapidity.
For pp, p+Pb and Pb+Pb, we have considered K
++K−
pi++pi− ,
p+p¯
pi++pi− ,
2K0s
pi++pi− ,
2λ
pi++pi− ,
2φ
pi++pi− and
Ξ−+Ξ+
pi++pi− ratios where
as due to unavailability of data in Xe+Xe, we have only
considered K
++K−
pi++pi− ,
p+p¯
pi++pi− and
2K0s
pi++pi− ratios in the ther-
mal model. New results in high multiplicity pp collisions
at 13 TeV allow us to access into very high multiplicity
events in small collision systems, which has more overlap-
ping with p+Pb system as a function of charged particle
multiplicity and further we investigate about the appli-
cability of both the ensembles. One should note that
looking into the particle-antiparticle symmetry at LHC
energies, the net baryon number and strangeness num-
bers are set to zero. Hence the canonical ensemble differ
from the grand-canonical ensemble by a multiplicative
factor. However, in the thermodynamic limit they must
be equivalent.
The particle ratios in pp collisions are fitted using
THERMUS [22] for the grand canonical and canonical
ensembles with three free parameters namely, Tch, γs and
V and a comparison between the model and experiment
for the highest multiplicity class is provided in Fig 1. In
the top panel, the black color bars show the experimen-
tal data points, where as the blue color solid circles and
red rectangular box are obtained for the grand-canonical
and canonical ensembles, respectively. The bottom panel
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The upper panel shows the comparison
of identified particle ratios to pions in pp collisions at
√
s = 13
TeV with the thermal model using grand canonical ensemble.
The lower panel shows the standard deviation.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The upper panel shows the comparison
of identified particle ratios to pions in p+Pb collisions at
√
s
= 5.02 TeV with the thermal model using grand canonical
ensemble. The lower panel shows the standard deviation.
shows the standard deviation which is defined as,
Standard Deviation =
Experiment−Model
σExperiment
, (11)
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The upper panel shows the compari-
son of identified particle ratios to pions in Xe+Xe collisions at√
s = 5.44 TeV with the thermal model using grand canonical
ensemble. The lower panel shows the standard deviation.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The upper panel shows the comparison
of identified particle ratios to pions in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s
= 5.02 TeV with the thermal model using grand canonical
ensemble. The lower panel shows the standard deviation.
where σExperiment is the experimental error in particle
ratio.
Similarly the comparison of particle ratios in thermal
model and experiment for the most central p+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and
Pb+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV is shown in Figs. 2, 3
and 4, respectively. For the most central collisions, the
values obtained from the thermal model are almost sim-
ilar. This fitting of thermal model to experimental data
points for different collision systems as well as multi-
plicity/centrality classes have been performed for both
the ensembles. The extracted thermodynamic parame-
ters are shown in Fig. 5 and 6 as a function of charged
particle multiplicity.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The chemical freeze-out temperature
as a function of charged particle multiplicity for canonical and
grand canonical ensembles. The red points are obtained using
the canonical ensemble whereas the blue points for the grand
canonical ensemble.
In Fig. 5, we show the chemical freeze-out tempera-
ture Tch as a function of charged particle multiplicity for
pp at
√
s = 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe
at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
by considering both grand-canonical and canonical en-
sembles. The temperature obtained for the canonical en-
semble is little higher compared the grand-canonical one,
however, they agree within the uncertainties except the
two lowest multiplicity classes. In case of pp, we see a
clear multiplicity dependence of Tch and it gets higher for
highest multiplicity class. In case of Xe+Xe, which is a
smaller system compared to the Pb+Pb, shows that the
chemical freeze-out occurs at lower temperature. This
needs further investigation as we have only three particle
ratios in case of Xe+Xe collisions.
Similarly the other parameter γs, which is responsible
for the degree of deviation from the chemical equilib-
rium in the strange sector, is important to understand
the strange particle production in smaller collision sys-
tems. Fig. 6 shows the strangeness saturation factor γs
as a function of charged particle multiplicity for pp at
√
s
= 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe at
√
sNN
= 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV by con-
sidering both grand-canonical and canonical ensembles.
5TABLE I: (Color online) Chemical freeze-out temperature
(Tch), strangeness saturation factor (γs) and χ
2/NDF of the
fits for various multiplicity classes for pp collisions at
√
s =
13 TeV
pp at
√
s = 13 TeV
Multiplicity
Classes
Tch (GeV) γs χ
2/NDF
V0M1 0.1579
±0.0023
0.8209
±0.0231
31.766/3
V0M2 0.1569
±0.0022
0.8107
±0.0221
29.52/3
V0M3 0.1567
±0.0021
0.8223
±0.0215
29.466/3
V0M4 0.1564
±0.0023
0.7984
±0.0222
25.799/3
V0M5 0.1561
±0.0023
0.7989
±0.0225
26.629/3
V0M6 0.1568
±0.0021
0.7955
±0.0212
28.682/3
V0M7 0.1557
±0.0022
0.7934
±0.0220
24.269/3
V0M8 0.1553
±0.0022
0.7732
±0.0217
23.809/3
V0M9 0.1505
±0.0017
0.7922
±0.0132
29.83/3
V0M10 0.14739
±0.0018
0.7219
±0.0239
20.033/3
TABLE II: (Color online) Chemical freeze-out temperature
(Tch), strangeness saturation factor (γs) and χ
2/NDF of the
fits for various centrality classes in p + Pb collisions at
√
sNN
= 5.02 TeV
p + Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
Multiplicity
Classes
Tch (GeV) γs χ
2/NDF
0-5% 0.1518
±0.0018
0.8996
±0.0266
33.587/3
5-10% 0.1516
±0.0018
0.8743
±0.0255
34.049/3
10-20% 0.1517
±0.0017
0.8639
±0.0244
33.191/3
20-40% 0.1517
±0.0017
0.8469
±0.0243
32.723/3
40-60% 0.1513
±0.0018
0.8161
±0.0247
30.547/3
60-80% 0.1513
±0.0017
0.7808
±0.0223
28.989/3
80-100% 0.1494
±0.0018
0.7271
±0.0254
21.358/3
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The strangeness saturation factor
(γs) as a function of charge particle multiplicity for canonical
and grand canonical ensembles. The red points are obtained
using the canonical ensemble whereas the blue points are for
the grand canonical ensemble.
TABLE III: (Color online) Chemical freeze-out tempera-
ture (Tch), strangeness saturation factor (γs) and χ
2/NDF
of the fits for various centrality classes in Xe + Xe collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV [24]
Xe + Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV
Centrality
Classes
Tch (GeV) γs χ
2/NDF
0-5% 0.1403
±0.0036
0.8341
±0.0639
0.543429/1
5-10% 0.1405
±0.0034
0.8447
±0.0673
0.389122/1
10-20% 0.1408
±0.0036
0.8459
±0.0696
0.296263/1
20-30% 0.1407
±0.0036
0.8345
±0.0666
0.336385/1
30-40% 0.1406
±0.0035
0.8390
±0.0644
0.193399/1
40-50% 0.1416
±0.0039
0.8221
±0.0636
0.252977/1
The strangeness saturation factor γs increases with mul-
tiplicity in pp collisions and shows the nearly strangeness
chemical equilibrium in case of high multiplicity pp col-
lisions. One should note that the strangeness satura-
tion factor reaches the value one for the high multiplicity
Pb+Pb collisions hints the full chemical equilibrium. The
values obtained are similar for pp and p+Pb collisions in
the same charge particle multiplicity class and we see a
clear evolution of γs from pp to most central Pb+Pb col-
lisions. However, in Xe+Xe the strangeness saturation
6TABLE IV: (Color online) Chemical freeze-out tempera-
ture (Tch), strangeness saturation factor (γs) and χ
2/NDF
of the fits for various centrality classes in Pb + Pb collisions
at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [25]
Pb + Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV
Centrality
Classes
Tch (GeV) γs χ
2/NDF
0-5% 0.1491
±0.0021
0.9777
±0.0346
48.529/3
10-20% 0.1496
±0.0020
0.9879
±0.0334
47.84/3
20-30% 0.1497
±0.0021
0.9851
±0.0344
42.559/3
30-40% 0.1509
±0.0020
1.0003
±0.0343
43.021/3
40-50% 0.1469
±0.0014
1.0064
±0.0315
51.117/3
50-60% 0.1524
±0.0021
0.9445
±0.0334
38.946/3
60-70% 0.1561
±0.0024
0.9064
±0.0325
32.051/3
70-80% 0.1552
±0.0024
0.8387
±0.0297
29.807/3
factor is similar to those obtained for high multiplicity
p+Pb collision and it is lower compared to Pb+Pb colli-
sions.
The thermodynamic parameters along with the good-
ness of fit (the reduced-χ2), χ2/NDF values for the most
central pp at
√
s = 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV,
Xe+Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb at
√
sNN =
5.02 TeV in a grand-canonical ensemble is given in Table
I, II, III and IV, respectively.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Recently, high-multiplicity events in pp collisions at
the LHC energies have drawn considerable interest in
the research community, as it has shown heavy-ion like
properties, for example, enhanced production of strange
particles with respect to pions, degree of collectivity
[26], hardening of particle spectra with multiplicity etc.
The values obtained in high multiplicity pp collisions
are comparable to the Pb-Pb collisions, where one
could expect the production of a deconfined phase of
partons, called Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). In this
manuscript, we have tried to extract information about
the chemical freeze-out temperature and strangeness
saturation factor by studying the particle ratios in a
thermal model for pp at
√
s = 13 TeV, p+Pb at
√
sNN
= 5.02 TeV, Xe+Xe at
√
sNN = 5.44 TeV and Pb+Pb
at
√
sNN =5.02 TeV in a common framework. Here,
two types of ensembles namely, grand-canonical and
canonical have been used to look into their applicability
in small collision systems. For large systems, these two
ensembles must be equivalent due to the thermodynamic
limit. The study has been performed by taking K
++K−
pi++pi− ,
p+p¯
pi++pi− ,
2K0s
pi++pi− ,
2λ
pi++pi− ,
2φ
pi++pi− and
Ξ−+Ξ+
pi++pi− ratios for
all the collision systems except Xe+Xe, where first
three ratios are being used. The important findings are
summarised below:
• The chemical freeze-out temperature Tch as a func-
tion of charged particle multiplicity is little higher
for canonical ensemble but consistent within the
uncertainty for both the ensembles except for the
first two lowest multiplicity classes.
• The chemical freeze-out temperature in pp colli-
sions increases with charged particle multiplicity
and is higher compared to p+Pb collision systems
with the same charge particle multiplicity.
• For most central Pb-Pb collisions, the values ob-
tained for the Tch are similar to those obtained from
lattice QCD calculations [15].
• The chemical freeze-out occurs at a lower temper-
ature for Xe+Xe as compared to Pb+Pb collisions
in the same charged particle multiplicity class.
• The strangeness saturation factor, γs shows a clear
evolution as a function of charged particle multi-
plicity and for central Pb-Pb collisions are found to
be one, which suggest complete strangeness chem-
ical equilibrium. However, for peripheral Pb+Pb
collisions γs is similar to the values obtained for
p+Pb collisions and it is below one indicating to
nearly strangeness chemical equilibrium scenario.
• We see a strong charged particle multiplicity de-
pendence of γs for pp collisions and in high multi-
plicities, it approaches towards unity, which is close
to strangeness chemical equilibrium.
• For Xe+Xe collisions, the obtained strangeness sat-
uration factor is lower compared to the Pb+Pb
system in the same charged particle multiplicity
classes.
In our study both grand-canonical and canonical en-
semble converges for all the multiplicity classes except
first two lowest multiplicities. High multiplicity pp col-
lisions still are away from unity, which shows a full
strangeness chemical equilibrium still to be achieved. It
will be more interesting to look into the high multiplicity
triggered pp events in future when data will be available
to get more information about the strangeness chemical
equilibrium and to understand the particle production
mechanism in smaller collision systems.
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